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COACHES AND PARENTS OF SOCCER PLAYERS OF ALL LEVELS, THIS IS THE BOOK
FOR YOU!Revised and updated with new information, drills, diagrams, and photos, this friendly,
easy-to-use, fully illustrated guide shows coaches how to run a successful soccer team -- no
matter how much experience they have or what level of soccer they coach. From building a
roster to making sure everyone has a ride home at the end of the game and everything in
between:• SETTING UP THE FIRST PRACTICE• TEACHING THE BASICS• DEVELOPING
SKILL THROUGH DRILLS AND EXERCISES• LEARNING THE RULES• ENCOURAGING FAIR
PLAY AND HEALTHY COMPETITIONEmphasizing that kids should have fun, stay active, and
learn about team spirit and competition, win or lose, the authors detail every step of building a
soccer team that plays well and plays healthy, while having a great time.Whether you're a
seasoned professional or new to the game, Coaching Kids to Play Soccer has the answers to
every coach's questions. Don't start the season without it!

About the AuthorJim San Marco was a teacher, athletic director, and coach at Edgemont High
School in Scarsdale, New York, who finished his eighteen-year soccer coaching career with a
211-67-24 soccer record. He was recognized as the Section I Soccer Coach of the Year, New
York State Section I Athletic Director of the Year, and he has served as a New York State soccer
coaching clinician and a New York State Physical Education Convention speaker. He lives in
Briarcliff Manor, New York.Kurt Aschermann is currently helping to launch Charity Partners, a
firm that creates fund-raising platforms for national charities, and he is a sought-after speaker,
workshop leader, and consultant. A physical educator and coach, Kurt is also coauthor of
Coaching Kids to Play Baseball and Softball, also published by Fireside. He is a graduate of
Springfield College in Springfield, Massachusetts. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.1IT'S ALL
YOURS, COACHA simple, important, sobering fact needs to be stated at the outset: as a youth
soccer coach you have a huge responsibility to everyone on the team. Not only do these
youngsters want to learn soccer from you, but they also want to win, want to score some goals --
and they don't want to be yelled at. Your impact in the game is rivaled only by that of the parent,
and, in certain circumstances, it surpasses that infl uence. You will fi nd that your kids want to
please you more than anyone else, and this simple fact can place tremendous pressure on you.
It should guide your every action.We believe that your responsibilities as a youth soccer coach
are easily stated:FunLearningIndividual developmentWinning...in that order! Let's look at each
one in turn.Fun: It may come as a surprise to some of the parents of the players, but 99 percent
of their kids are playing soccer because they want to have fun playing it. Those kids in your
charge, Coach, have joined the league and your team to enjoy themselves. The minute you lose



sight of that as your principal motivating factor, you're in trouble.Learning: Twenty years ago we
said youth league soccer coaches had further to go than youth league coaches in other sports
because we didn't know this game! We said players' and coaches' ignorance meant coaches
had more work to do to learn the game. That isn't nearly as true today as then -- soccer is part of
physical education programs now, and most colleges have teams. But though PE teachers are
taught how to coach soccer, most adult coaches still need to know the game to make sure their
players learn. To us, learning is the second most important responsibility of the youth league
coach. The days of the uninformed soccer coach throwing out the ball to scrimmage and calling
it a practice are over. Your goal is to make your players into students of the game and help them
learn all they can about this great sport.Individual Development: A nine- year- old should be
compared with himself, not every other nine- year- old. You help a team develop by helping each
individual. And if you've succeeded in helping most of your athletes become better soccer
players by the last week of the season, you're a winning coach, regardless of your
record.Winning: We believe the outcome of the game yields winners and learners -- there are no
losers. Winning is important and needs to be an important part of the development of soccer
players. But perspective becomes the important consideration, because while winning is
important and must be part of the education process of an athlete, it needs to be understood as
the result of hard work and individual development. The coach who succeeds in teaching the
sport -- individually and to a group -- will fi nd success in the won/ lost column. The coach who
helps the team keep winning or losing in perspective will fi nd success in the personal
development column.THE BALL STOPS HERECoaches in volunteer leagues are often acquired
like goalies: no one wants to do the job, so someone gets drafted. You may have come to your
soccer duties purely out of love for the sport or, like many, out of love for your child. Any coach,
regardless of experience, though, has to have knowledge of the sport and the ability to impart
that knowledge to the kids. If you have come to your soccer team because your child wanted to
play and no one else was there to teach or lead the team, how you deal with these two issues
may well determine if the players have a positive or a negative experience.Copyright © 1987,
2007 by Jim San Marco and Kurt Aschermann--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.
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What coaches said about our first edition“This book is an excellent resource for coaches. It’s
more than a book of drills. It describes how kids can master the necessary skills. I found this to
be more helpful than coaching clinics. I wish I had this book three years ago.”“This book could be
called Soccer 101…. It’s a great place to start if you have four-to six-year-old children. It shows
you how to teach the basics and how to keep them interested in the game. Good for a first-time
coach or those of us who have not coached the first-time soccer player.”“This is a very good,
basic book for the parent wishing to start coaching youth soccer at the earliest level. The book
assumes no prior knowledge of the sport. This is a good book for the parent who’s going out on
the field to coach for the first time or who wants to understand and enjoy the game more
fully.”“This is a great book to read when you first start coaching a team of five-, six-, or seven-
year-olds. It has right level of drills and tactics for those ages. I’ve lent it out several times to
friends who are just getting started as coaches. It has the rules of soccer and guidelines for
putting together a practice. It also has good, basic drills that are easy to set up and that teach
the fundamental tactics of soccer. I especially liked the way it shows how to teach heading and
shooting. I recommend it for a first-time coach.”“I run a kid’s team (under twelves), and this book
has helped me with ideas for training sessions. It is well written and practical.”“This book is great!
I coach eleven-year-old girls and use the book every practice. It gives useful drills but also gives
tips for being a good coach.”

We would like to thank our soccer players whose pictures appear throughout the book:Jennifer
AschermannKurt AschermannKristin AschermannMary San MarcoJill San MarcoKira
PancottiGeoff SimoneAli VitaliAlyssa VitaliAmy WagnerGlossary terms and definitions used by
permission of the Ontario Soccer Association—from their Schools Programme Manual.

FiresideA Division of Simon & Schuster, Inc.1230 Avenue of the AmericasNew York, NY
10020Copyright © 1987, 2007 by Jim San Marco and Kurt AschermannAll rights reserved,
including the right to reproduce this book or portions thereof in any form whatsoever. For
information address Fireside Subsidiary Rights Department, 1230 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, NY 10020.FIRESIDE and colophon are registered trademarks of Simon & Schuster,
Inc.The Library of Congress has cataloged the previous edition as follows: San Marco, Jim.
Coaching kids to play soccer / Jim San Marco and Kurt Aschermann; foreword by Julio
Mazzei. p. cm. “A Fireside book.” Includes bibliography. 1. Soccer for children—
Coaching. I. Aschermann, Kurt. II. Title. GV943.8 .S26 1987796.334'024054—dc19
87008544Visit us on the World Wide Web:

This book is dedicated to: Lou Gallo and Frank Chillemi, who started my soccer life; Mario and
Ann, my parents, who gave me my life; Skip, Johnny, Deb, and Fran, who have been such a big
part of my life; Lesley, my wife, who has with great love and patience shared my life; Mary and



Jill, my children, who each day help me to appreciate life; and finally, to God, the most important
thing in my life.—JIM SAN MARCO

This book is dedicated to my children—Jennifer, Kurt, and Kristin—who I had the pleasure of
coaching as they were growing up. My coaching seems to have worked. They are good athletes
and, more important, are also good people. I also want to say thanks to my father and brother for
always being there for me, on the field and off. And to Cynthia, thanks for putting up with me
even though I lied and said I didn’t like sports.—KURT ASCHERMANN

CONTENTSFOREWORD BY TONY DICICCOPREFACE1. It’s All Yours, Coach2. General
Guidelines for Parents, Players, and Coaches3. Practice Preparation4. Ten Important Things
Your Players and Parents Should Know5. The Rules of the Game and Dimensions of the
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RESOURCESFOREWORDSoccer is still a youth sport phenomenon, with the numbers of
players continuing to grow and more and more children and parents being introduced to the
beautiful game. Coaching Kids to Play Soccer is a valuable and necessary tool for any player,
coach, or parent. Jim San Marco and Kurt Aschermann have captured what every parent and
coach needs to know as they launch their children, themselves, and their families into the youth
soccer experience.I was fortunate to coach at the highest level and watched my national team
win an Olympic Gold Medal in 1996 and a World Cup championship in 1999. Even with players
like Mia Hamm, Michelle Akers, Julie Foudy, Kristine Lilly, Briana Scurry, and others, the key
ingredient to success is fun. If soccer is fun, players will train with that extra effort and their game
will continually improve. Without fun, the joy of the game disappears and, with it, player
development. Coaching Kids to Play Soccer addresses how to keep the fun in the game; how to
tell when there’s too much soccer; how, as a parent, you can motivate your child to train on his or
her own; and how, as a parent, you can keep your child’s and your own soccer experience
positive.The days when soccer was considered a foreign game are long gone—the media that
still see it that way have been passed by—but the cultural exchanges and learning from different
people from around the globe that soccer offers is special. Coaching Kids to Play Soccer gives
us just the right balance for the young player and will be a welcome addition to anyone’s soccer
library. Enjoy!TONY DICICCOpresident, SoccerPlus Campstechnical director of FSASoccerPlus
FCformer head coach, USA Women’s National Soccer TeamPREFACEJust how many kids are
there in America playing soccer? Estimates vary, but the quantified analysis is really irrelevant.
Suffice it to say there are lots of kids playing the game the rest of the world calls football. An
afternoon’s ride through Long Island in New York, or the suburbs of St. Louis or Los Angeles, will
prove the point. One can see youngsters of every shape, size, color, and sex kicking that round



thing from one end of a field to the other.The proponents of soccer development in the United
States will tell you it’s an American game because all kinds of people live here and anyone can
play soccer. Others contend that the game takes no skill—it’s just a bunch of kids kicking each
other’s shins.The purpose of this book is not to try to convince anyone of anything. We want to
state, however, that we fall into the first category—we love the sport of soccer, we see what it’s
done for millions of kids, and we want to see its continued growth. But we also believe that
soccer people spend too much time preaching the virtues of the sport and not enough time
teaching them. They need to abandon the argument altogether and get on with the sport’s
development.A point often made pertaining to soccer is: with so many kids playing it, how come
you can’t get them to watch it played professionally? We have some thoughts on the matter, but,
quite frankly, we don’t lose sleep over it. You won’t find the answer to that question in this
book.This book, then, is simply to help the volunteer or first-time coach learn the game and
advise how best to teach it. It is written as if that person knows nothing at all about soccer (a safe
bet, in some cases). Certainly, veteran coaches will also find this book informative. It will most
likely reinforce many of the important soccer concepts you are stressing to your team now. At the
same time, coaches will find in this book various coaching concepts they may have not seen or
read before.In 1984, Kurt Aschermann coauthored a very successful baseball instructional book
titled Coaching Kids to Play Baseball and Softball, a companion to this book. The preface said,
“This book is for you, the volunteer coach or parent who loves the game of baseball and enjoys
working with youngsters, but may need some assistance in teaching the sport effectively and
enjoyably. It’s a book of basics, not a detailed skill level book.”This book, Coaching Kids to Play
Soccer, is the same type of manual. We have combined our administrative, coaching, and
soccer experience into a guidebook for the volunteer coach. You won’t find esoteric descriptions
of elaborate defenses and strategy in these pages. What you will find is all the information you
need to coach the likes of second-grade Kipp’s Pharmacy Raiders, a fourteen-year-old select
team, or a junior varsity squad at your local high school, and thus enjoy with them what is truly
the world’s most popular sport.The authors come from different backgrounds. Kurt Aschermann
is currently president and COO of Charity Partners, LLC. Though Aschermann was a high-
school baseball coach for five years, he has only a little experience coaching soccer, serving
principally as a coach for five-, six-, and seven-year-olds. He has extensive youth sports
experience and is considered an expert in the field of volunteer youth athletics.Jim San Marco, a
past president of the Westchester County Soccer Coaches Association, is one of the most
successful high-school soccer coaches in New York State. His Edgemont High School
(Westchester, New York) soccer teams won numerous league and sectional cups, and his
combined record in eighteen years of coaching is an incredible 211-67-24. He has served as a
New York State soccer clinician to certify youth coaches, presented at the New York State
Physical Education Convention and soccer clinics throughout the New York, New Jersey, and
Connecticut metropolitan areas. He has also traveled with youth groups to Europe and coached
in the North American Junior Maccabi Games.COACHING KIDS TO PLAY SOCCER



FOREWORDSoccer is still a youth sport phenomenon, with the numbers of players continuing
to grow and more and more children and parents being introduced to the beautiful game.
Coaching Kids to Play Soccer is a valuable and necessary tool for any player, coach, or parent.
Jim San Marco and Kurt Aschermann have captured what every parent and coach needs to
know as they launch their children, themselves, and their families into the youth soccer
experience.I was fortunate to coach at the highest level and watched my national team win an
Olympic Gold Medal in 1996 and a World Cup championship in 1999. Even with players like Mia
Hamm, Michelle Akers, Julie Foudy, Kristine Lilly, Briana Scurry, and others, the key ingredient to
success is fun. If soccer is fun, players will train with that extra effort and their game will
continually improve. Without fun, the joy of the game disappears and, with it, player
development. Coaching Kids to Play Soccer addresses how to keep the fun in the game; how to
tell when there’s too much soccer; how, as a parent, you can motivate your child to train on his or
her own; and how, as a parent, you can keep your child’s and your own soccer experience
positive.The days when soccer was considered a foreign game are long gone—the media that
still see it that way have been passed by—but the cultural exchanges and learning from different
people from around the globe that soccer offers is special. Coaching Kids to Play Soccer gives
us just the right balance for the young player and will be a welcome addition to anyone’s soccer
library. Enjoy!TONY DICICCOpresident, SoccerPlus Campstechnical director of FSASoccerPlus
FCformer head coach, USA Women’s National Soccer Team
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things that make a big difference: Habits, Secrets and Strategies that will escalate your game to
the next level COACHING KIDS SOCCER - AGES 5 TO 10: This book is for all levels of soccer/
football coaches & parents. Set up simple, fun and effective drills & organise a practice session
in 5 minutes! Soccer Smarts: 75 Skills, Tactics & Mental Exercises to Improve Your Game Play
With Your Brain: A Guide to Smarter Soccer for Players, Coaches, and Parents



Jason Wilkinson, “EVERYTHING a new coach needs. Highest recommendation. This book is
THE all-in-one resource for the new kids' soccer coach. I had never coached kids' soccer, but
my U12 team enjoys our practices and we hold our own on game day.”

Matthew Johnson, “Good fundamentals. There are good pictures and good descriptions of
various aspects of soccer skills and the game. The age range for this book is probably more like
age 8 - 18. I am coaching 6 year olds right now and the drills and discussions in this book don't
really apply to the level of soccer these kids can comprehend. Otherwise it is a good reference
and will come in handy as my kids get older.”

Justin, “Good book. Good book, full of helpful information.”

LINDA L GERACE, “Five Stars. This was purchased as a gift. Therefore, we are unable to give
any direct comment on the book.”

Tall Timbers, “The Best. In seeking out aides to learning to become a successful soccer coach
for my kids, this book has proven to be far and away the best resource I've found to date.”

The book by Josef Pieper has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 21 people have provided feedback.
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